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WHO WE ARE
Playground Ideas is a Melbourne based non-profit organisation
that supports anyone, anywhere to build a stimulating space for 
play using only local materials, tools and skills.

OUR MISSION
To give anyone, anywhere the skills to create time and space for
children to play.

OUR VISION
A world where children’s play is valued and encouraged as their
primary tool for learning, development and wellbeing.



MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Time flies when you're helping people have fun.

This year, Playground ideas has just passed an incredible 
milestone having operated now for over a decade. From the 
beginning, Playground ideas was pitched and built as an open 
source organisation designed to scale up exponentially, 
something that was unheard of in the non-profit sector and is 
still extremely rare today. The idea of freely sharing our IP was 
scary and we had no idea if this move would even work. Now 
10 years on and having impacted over 1.5 million children 
(that’s 15 MCG’s full to the brim), I am just so full of gratitude to 
those early believers, funders and educators who saw the 
potential of our way of working and who were willing to help 
push things forward.

We are now living in a whole new world where our message, along with other advocates has been heard and play is no longer a 
side point but a central part of thinking in progressive education, and even city design. As a result Playground Ideas is entering a 
new phase with its social enterprise Nüdel Kart, and after 18 months of development, awards, funding and sales are flowing in.

More than ever, I am excited about the next decade where the combined forces of our open source Playground Ideas platform 
and the products and services of Nüdel will help us to fully realise our mission of creating play, anywhere. 



MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
On behalf of the Board of Directors, it gives me great pleasure to present Playground Ideas 2018/19 Annual Report. The 
most important place to start is to give a big thank you to our passionate team and volunteers, my fellow Board Directors, 
our dedicated and committed supporters and our generous funders.

The last financial year has been a year of reflection, innovation and opportunity. With our 10-year anniversary, Playground 
Ideas had the chance to take stock of the impact it has created, having supported over 1.4m children through the 2,525 
playgrounds built, in over 143 countries. An incredible achievement and something we are extremely proud of. 2018/19 
has been no different, another year where we have grown our supporter base significantly and demonstrated continued 
reach and influence through core activity, such as completing our 50 playgrounds project in India, holding a playground 
design masterclass in Malur, India, and launch of our Early Childhood Education Manual. Importantly, 2018/19 has been a 
year of innovation through scoping, testing and developing new approaches for impact and sustainability. Most notably 
the design, development and launch of Nüdel Kart. Nüdel Kart is a mobile loose parts play cart, a solution to a challenge 
for so many communities by creating a flexible, moveable and accessible creative space whether that be in the tough 
environment of a refugee camp or in a school classroom in a remote community. Nüdel Kart is a point of difference at 
Playground Ideas. It is an innovation that will see us move from enabling communities and others through open-source 
assets, IP and tools to a product-based solution. It will look to diversify our revenue model from predominantly 
philanthropic to greater earned revenue and, importantly, it will give us another tool in which to positively impact the lives 
of young people by providing opportunities for creative play, whereever they are.



MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Looking ahead, we are halfway through our 3-year strategy to test ideas, 
secure new funding and evolve our business model, towards which we 
have made significant progress. Nüdel Kart, alongside efficiencies gained 
in how we manage and enable our core platform of the website and 
open-source tools, has provided us the time, space and opportunity to 
try, test and learn. It is shifting how we approach our purpose and 
providing new energy and channels in which to talk to our supporters 
and new audiences. Nüdel Kart is an important strategic investment for 
both future impact and sustainability. The Board fully support the work, 
innovation and energy of Marcus and the team. We have committed and 
support the bringing in of new skills in Laurette Hargreaves to guide our 
marketing and business development and securing those that have been 
with us a long-time in Matt Green who continues to enable and drive our 
design and tools. The next year will see us seek to mature the Nüdel Kart 
design and production approach, test and refine our social enterprise 
business model and secure continued philanthropic support. 

I am excited about the opportunity in front of us and look forward to 
continuing to supporting young people to grow, learn and develop 
through play.

 



OUR MODEL

Free DIY including 
designs, manuals, 
crowdfunding and 
a 3D designer tool

Free Design 
Support every step 

of the way

Free support to 
Global Play Alliance 

members Nüdel Kart:      
Social Enterprise



Our Model

Nüdel KART

Schools Commercial Events International 
Development



MARCUS VEERMAN
Founder & CEO

Superpower: 
The starter

LAURETTE HARGREAVES
Marketer & Business Creator

Superpower: 
The finisher

MATT GREEN
Designer & Implementer

Superpower: 
Everything in between

OUR PEOPLE - STAFF



OUR PEOPLE - THE BOARD
A huge thank you goes out to our board 
member Sally who finishes up her role on the 
Playground Ideas board this year. She  has 
been instrumental in shaping and supporting 
Playground Ideas, in particular advising and 
negotiating on some challenging projects. 
Without her critical involvement, these projects 
would not have been realised.



SNAPSHOT - Nüdel KART
Fully realised into a Social Enterprise

Nüdel Kart Mission:
To create play, anywhere.

Nüdel Kart Vision:
To establish Nüdel as the global solution to 
create the most stimulating play spaces for 
child development and learning whatever 
context those children find themselves in.

Status Update:
Ongoing Nüdel Kart design, operations, 
manufacturing, marketing and social 
engagement 
Creation maintenance and training manual



SNAPSHOT - Nüdel KART

Trials completed:
● Lebanon, Syrian Refugees
● Rotterdam , Syrian and Palestinian refugees
● 18 x Australian Schools from private schools to 

disadvantaged remote and indigenous schools
● Ghent Design Museum

Major Funding Partner announced:



SNAPSHOT

2970
Playgrounds Built

143
Countries

1,446,900
Children Impacted



GLOBAL PLAYGROUND FOOTPRINT



Global Play Alliance Recent Members

Kukuk Kultur, Como Jugando, Mega Mergers, 
Headstreams & Green Buddies

The Bahamas

Chimbote, Peru

Stuttgart, Germany

Ahmedabad, India
Bengaluru, India



New Handbooks

Early Childhood Education Handbook

Content Complete, Scheduled Design: October 2019

The Nature Play Handbook
Play Streets Handbook



OUR WORK THIS YEAR



○ 43 playgrounds completed
○ 13 organisations trained to build their own playgrounds in the future (at least 3 already funding and building)
○ Developed and rewrote more than 150 Playground Ideas “step by step” designs (linked to 86 YouTube videos 

also created)

Finished 50 playgrounds in India project



Worked with Handicap International to build 3 inclusive playgrounds in Bangladesh, Pakistan and 
Thailand. The final one was completed in this financial year. Training was also provided so more can 
be built in the future.



We held a Masterclass  in Malur, India in October 2018 in collaboration with Playground Ideas and UJI 
Studios. RatRace and Headstreams were involved as partners to the project. Using scaffolding 
material, “we built an amazing playspace that will service the Headstreams facility with a huge drive 
towards their play based learning principles.”



“As a kindergarten Teacher I did not know what to expect, but it 
was an amazing opportunity to meet up with a group of strangers 
all with the same goal and interests to build something so 
beneficial to the community. Our involvement with the local 
people and the community allowed us to create a playground for 
children with many varied ages and stages of development.”



Nassau: We were sponsored by US based company "Tito's Love foundation" for a major 3 week build.  
Playground ideas managed 160 volunteers onsite for 1 day to finish the build with local Bahamas 
organisation Mega Mergers, in a local disadvantaged Bahamas Primary School.



Project Spotlight: Red Bank Village School Playground. A traditional Maya Village in Southern Belize.



SNAPSHOT: AWARDS

WINNER
Winner of the OpenIDEO 
Education in Emergencies 

Challenge.

FIRST TRIAL
Funding for the first Nüdel 
Kart trial in Lebanon from 

DFAT.

DESIGN WEEK
The Nüdel Kart was 

presented at the 2019 Milan 
Design Week.

SECOND YEAR RUNNING
We have been included in 

Finnish organisation 
HundrED’s global list of 
100 inspiring education 

initiatives.



THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Marcus attended and speke at a number of conferences:

● Nature Play QLD

● South Korea International Play Symposium (Govt)

● Oil Tank Culture Park, South Korea

● Educhange Conference (with display)

● Global Asian Education Foundation Forum (Nüdel Kart)



“...many thanks to everyone at Playground Ideas for (the) amazing resources that 
supported (us) during the project.” (Angela Wright, Nature Play Spaces)

Santhipuram Children's Playground Sri Lanka



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Playground Ideas would not exist without the many 
individuals who provide their time, energy and passion 
pro-bono or greatly discounted to help us do what we 
do. We are extremely grateful to all those listed below:

– Adam Fox, Eat Your Veggies
– Cat Sewell, Play worker and Nudel Specialist
– James Nash, L.Arch and PI project lead
– Socheata Kong, 50 Playgrounds project lead 
– Patrick Shevlin, Ex 50 Playgrounds project lead 
– Claus Juhl Pedersen 50 Playground volunteer 
– Rosie Leake 50 Playground volunteer 
– Reza Marvasti, 50 Playground volunteer 
– Sohnia Sandu, 50 Playground volunteer 
– Anthill Creations 50 Playground volunteer 
– Gudgudee 50 Playground volunteer 
– Catherine Tejada, year of awesome fundraiser
– Emma Ribbens, Nudel Co-designer
– Catherine Aitken, San Diego Airport Playworker
– Barbara Champion, Play Australia CEO and advisor
– Jim Mee, Rat Race founder and India masterclass sponsor
– Joe Hammond, Pots and Pans Studios

– Mandy Cooke, Play specialist and manual writer 
– Claire Warden, Nature Play expert and handbook writer
– Barbara Chancellor, RMIT proffessor and advisor
– East Brunswick Kindergarten
– Westgarth Kindergarten
– Tim Gill, Play researcher and advisor
– Grant Menzies, Bahamas project builder
– Johann Nortje, Uji Studios , Masterclass
– Mark Chatman, Kompan
– Dean Joel, ASpace
– Harry Makela, Lark Industries
– Anna Kirby
– Nuan Rohitha, Design



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Playground Ideas would not exist without the many 
individuals who provide their time, energy and passion to 
support us and help us do what we do. We are extremely 
grateful to all those listed here:

Pro-Bono Accountants
– Linda McGowan
– Minh Vu , Tax store

Our Sponsors
– A Space
– Moduplay
– GoPlay
– Imagination playgrounds

Our generous funders:
–  Moose Toys
–  Sam and Tania Brougham
–  Tito’s LOVE
–  Open IDEO
–  DFAT

Global Play Alliance
– Carla Gill, East African Playgrounds
– Ancris Garcia Carbezas
– Kim Duc, Think Playgrounds
– The City of Play
– Anthill Creations
– Gudgudee
– SER Ciudad
– Catalytic Action
– Kelechek + HP
– Pop Up Adventure Play
– Playgroundology
– CESESMA
– Kilikili
– Empower Playgrounds
– Play Africa
– Rise Now
– Play Pilipinas
– Inventagame (Magic Square)

Pro-Bono Legal
– Justice connect
–  FAL Lawyers
–  Allens
–  Freehills, New York



FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The financial auditor’s report can be requested via info@playgroundideas.org.



THANKS FOR READING

Contact Us
www.playgroundideas.org

Email: info@playgroundideas.org
Phone: +61 432 738 719

 


